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Instructions: The Physical Journey Process

Download the audio and script at www.kevinbillett.org/book-bonus

Intention:
Th at you uncover the ‘cell memory’ associated with some old hurt, upset or trau-
ma, then that you verbally empty out any words associated with an old hurt or 
trauma, and forgive and resolve that issue, heal from it
Time:
60 to 90 minutes
Emotional level:
Moderately to deeply emotional
What you need:
Quiet space. Pen and paper. Tissues
At the end:
Short break of 30 minutes or so

Th e Physical Journey process is a Journey classic. It has been used since the 
beginning of Journeywork to help people clear the residual eff ects of old traumas 
hurts, and upsets - the ones that have lodged cellularly and may have caused us 
emotional or physical diffi  culty over the long run. It is a deeply resolving in-
trospection that has produced fabulous healing and transformational results for 
large numbers of people. It is an important step in our journey of clearing the 
root causes of depression, and it has been adapted here specifi cally for use with 
depression - and it is easy! 

Th e Physical Journey is an inner exploration, and you can treat it just like a 
game of adventure. Many children around the world have shared this process (or 
a slightly simpler children’s version of it) with other children. So if they can do 
it, so can you!

Th is introspection should take approximately one to one-and-a-half hours to 
complete, and it is advisable to take a little additional rest time afterwards, so 
make sure you allow suffi  cient time. As always, make sure that you have a quiet 
space and that you will be uninterrupted.

7
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Exercise 7: Th e Physical Journey Process

Allow yourself to fi nd a comfortable position, and when you’re ready, just close your 

eyes... And as you feel yourself sitting in your chair... as you hear the sounds in the 

room... and as you feel your breath gently going in and going out, you may begin to 

feel yourself relax... And as you hear the sound of my voice, and as you feel your back 

resting against the chair... and with every breath you take, you may begin to notice that 

it is causing you to relax... deeper and deeper... more and more relaxed, opening into 

your essence... into your very Source…

Imagine in front of you a downward facing staircase... there are 10 steps... Can you see 

them, or get a sense of them?... [Let answer]... Good... This is an extraordinary staircase 

because it can carry you ever deeper into the vast presence of freedom that is your own 

true nature. And the good news is, you don’t have to do a thing… just step on each step 

and the staircase will carry you effortlessly deeper. 

And before you step on the top step, just take four large, colorful balloons, and, as you 

do… just breathe in the qualities of these balloons… openness… breathing that in… and 

willingness… breathing that in… and trust… breathing in trust… and lastly, a childlike 

curiosity... breathing in curiosity... Great.

And now, when you’re ready, go ahead and step onto step number 10, the top step ... 

Now step onto the next step, step 9... now 8... With each step you take it is drawing you 

deeper and deeper into the boundless awareness, the presence of Source... Now step 

onto step 7... 6... 5... Just allow yourself to relax ever deeper with every step you take... 

4... 3... expanding and allowing yourself to go deeper and deeper... 2... and now, as you 

get ready to step onto the bottom step, step 1, allowing awareness to expand in front of 

you... Now feeling a boundless presence expanding behind you... a vastness extending 

infi nitely to either side of you... a spaciousness opening underneath you... and a vast 

expansiveness above... Just rest in the experience of ever-deepening boundlessness... 

letting your Self grow still and silent in the ever-deepening expanse... 1... And just rest 

in the awareness of your Self as Source... 

The Shuttle Ride & Discovery

Now, imagine a thermometer in the ground. It has numbers going from 1 to 10… 1 is 

the deepest you can go, and 10 is refreshed, alive waking consciousness. If you can’t 

exactly see the thermometer, that’s perfectly fi ne... Just get a sense or knowing that it’s 

there…  Now, if 1 is the deepest you can go into Source, and 10 is full, bright waking 
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consciousness, can you get a sense of where you are on the thermometer?... You may 

actually hear a number, or see it rise to a certain level, or just get a sense or a knowing 

about what number you are at... So where are you on the thermometer?... [Let answer]... 

Can you let the thermometer rise by a half point?... [Let answer]… Good... Can you let it 

fall by 1 point?... [Let answer]... Good... Now that you know exactly who is in charge, at 

what number would you like it to rest?... [Let answer]… Great… You can just allow that 

to happen naturally of its own accord, letting the same part of you that makes your heart 

beat, your eyes shine and your hair grow draw you ever deeper into your deepest self, 

into the vast, boundless presence in the core of your being.

Now imagine a door in front of you... Behind that door is blazing light... the light of your 

own being, your own Source... and the nature of this light is boundless love, infi nite 

freedom... Also behind this door is your mentor of freedom, of liberation… one in whose 

wisdom you can trust, and in whose presence you feel safe and protected... It can be 

someone you have heard of or someone imagined… a saint, a sage or enlightened being 

or a divine presence… and it is someone in whose expansive realization and wisdom 

you can rest… So, when you are ready, just step through the door into your own light 

and greet your mentor... And you can nod your head to let me know when that has hap-

pened... [Give time]... Great.

Now imagine a space shuttle in front of you... This space shuttle is a very special ve-

hicle... It can take you to any part of your body, no matter how small or large… and it 

knows exactly where to go... It can go inside your organs, in your veins, muscles or 

tissue in a very graceful, safe and protected way... Now go ahead and let you and your 

mentor step inside... Are you inside?... Good... Now, when you are ready push the blue 

button on the dashboard, the one that is already marked ‘Depression Root Cause’… and 

let the shuttle take you to your fi rst stop… It may not be where you expect to go… so 

just allow the shuttle to be your guide. It is powered by your own body wisdom... so let 

your innate wisdom take you where it wants to go, and when you arrive, be sure to bring 

the shuttle to a full stop, pull on your handbrake and let me know... [Wait for answer. 

Encourage if necessary]… Good.

So, do you have a sense yet of where you might have arrived?... [Let answer]... Great... 

Go ahead and with your mentor step outside the shuttle with big fl ashlights in your 

hands... What does it feel like under your feet?... What does it look like?... Can you 

describe what the area is like?... Do you get the sense that you are inside or outside the 

organ, or the place you feel you should be?... 
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Instruction: If outside, and they would like to go inside, say: “Imagine 

a small doorway that will allow you inside, and let you and your men-

tor step directly into the core of this organ (or muscle or tissue).” If in 

doubt, ask mentor’s advice.

Memory Elicitation 

Now put your fl ashlights on high beam and take a good look around... What does it 

look like?... Explore the whole region… Just get a sense of what it’s like and describe it 

to me… [Let reply]… Are there any areas that sort of stand out to you, or look different 

from the rest of the region?... Take your time... keep walking around and really take a 

close look at what it’s like in there... you don’t have to see it exactly... Just get a sense 

of it, or an inner knowing... [Give time]... Now go over to the area that seems somehow 

different than the rest… Let your mentor guide you there... What does it look like?... You 

and your mentor can stand right next to it… If it had an emotional feeling pouring from 

it, drenching you, I wonder what feeling that might be?... If there were an emotional 

feeling just pouring over you, and if you had to give a name to that feeling, what might 

that be?… [Let answer]... Allow yourself to experience the feeling fully... Let your whole 

being be suffused with it.

Then, ask yourself, “When have I felt like this before?” and in answer to this question, in 

your mind’s eye, look down at your feet and see what, if any, shoes you are wearing... 

“When have I felt like this before?” and in your mind’s eye look down at your feet and 

see what you are wearing or not wearing… Look at your legs and at your clothes... Get a 

sense of how old you feel yourself to be, and where you might be... Who else is there?...  

Does the person or people evoke a certain memory or a series of memories?... [Give 

suffi cient time to answer. Encourage]... Great.

Now imagine putting that memory or these memories up on a TV screen on a wall, and 

for the moment let the screen go blank.

Instruction: If no particular memory comes to mind, repeat last para-

graph, ‘Ask yourself, “When have I felt like this before”…’ etc., until a 

memory arises, then proceed. If, after asking several times no mem-

ory arises, proceed to the next phase and (unless a memory subse-

quently reveals itself at the campfi re) eliminate the Change Memory 

section.
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Campfi re

Now imagine that you and your mentor are sitting by a campfi re right here … right where 

you are in this organ or tissue. The nature of this campfi re is unconditional love, open-

ness, pure being … Source itself ... You and your mentor are fi lled with pure freedom 

as you sit here by this fi re ... And now you can bring to the fi re the specifi c people who 

are involved with the old issues around the patterns of depression... All those who are 

associated with this old series of reactions …Who needs to be here at the fi re?… Who 

should be here?... [Let answer]… Okay, great… Do any other people need to be at this 

campfi re?... [Let answer]... Great.

So… can you see the campfi re?... Can you see the younger you?... The present you? ... 

The mentor?... Who else is here?... [Let answer. Write down names]

Of the people involved with this issue, and in the knowledge that anyone else there will 

hear what needs to be heard... to whom would you like to speak fi rst?... [Let answer]

Instruction: Go through ALL points 1-11 for EACH person spoken to, 

i.e., recycle through points 1-11 if a second person is addressed

1. So everyone is sitting in the protective presence of this fi re of unconditional love and 

acceptance. The younger you may have experienced a great deal of pain in the past. 

Now let the younger you speak from that previous pain, saying what needs to be said, 

and let_______ [Name of person spoken to] hear what needs to be heard... [Let answer]

2. Knowing that________ was probably doing the best he/she could with the resources 

he/she had at the time, let him/her reply... [Let answer]

3. What does the younger you have to reply?... [Let answer]

4. If________ [Name] was to reply, not from the level of the personality but from the level 

of the soul, what might he/she say?... [Let answer]  

5. What does the younger you have to reply to that?... [Let conversation continue both 

ways until completely emptied out, then continue]

6. What advice might the mentor have to add?... [Let answer]

7. What does the present you have to say to________ [Name]?... [Let answer]

8. What would________ [Name] reply from the level of the soul?... [Let answer]
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9. Does anyone have anything more to add?... [Continue until empty]

10. When the younger you is ready, ask: “Even though his/her previous behavior may 

not have been acceptable by any standards… even if you in no way condone his/her 

behavior, are you willing to completely and utterly forgive him/her from the bottom of 

your heart?... [Let answer]… Now go ahead and forgive him/her... [Let forgive]

11. When the present you is ready, ask: “Even though his/her previous behavior may 

not have been acceptable by any standards; even if you in no way condone his/her 

behavior, are you willing to completely and utterly forgive him/her from the bottom of 

your heart?... [Let answer]… Now go ahead and forgive him/her... [Let forgive]… Good.

Beliefs Change

Now turn to the mentor and begin to explore what unhealthy beliefs have been here in 

the past. What beliefs have you inherited, or bought into that are unsupportive and inap-

propriate?… Particularly those beliefs around patterns of depression and emotional shut 

down, collapse or resistance… Any old beliefs around who or how you needed to be in 

order to survive, or be safe, or to avoid getting hurt… Or old beliefs about life’s struggles 

and pains… What unsupportive beliefs did you inherit or come to believe? Just empty 

them all out… [Let answer. Give time and encouragement. Write down old beliefs]

Now, just ask the mentor to sweep your body and your being clean of all these old 

beliefs… And as I read them all out… Just allow the mentor to use all possible tools to 

sweep them, wash them, clear them from all consciousness… [Read out old beliefs]… 

letting the mentor wash and clean and sweep and scrub all that old consciousness out 

of every part of your being … cleansing and purifying… completely removing that old 

stuff… from your cells… from your molecules… from your DNA… from the spaces be-

tween the spaces… right down to the level of consciousness itself… Let it all be purged 

and purifi ed… And just make sure the mentor gets into all the stuck places… and the 

dark places… and the secret places… until the job is totally and fi nally done… And you 

can let me know when that is completely complete… Just take as much time as it needs 

in order to be totally and completely fi nished… [Give suffi cient time]…

Fabulous!… Now just ask the mentor of freedom: What is the deepest truth, the real 

truth? What is the deepest understanding that can be accessed about life and living it 

healthily and fully? And if there were words of truth, of deepest realization that could be 

installed in place of those old beliefs… What truths would be installed?… Just let the 

words fl ow… [Let answer. Give time. Be encouraging]… Great.
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And now just let the mentor install these truths, these realizations into every particle 

of you being … into every fi ber of your being… Let the mentor upload this certitude, 

this deepest understanding into every cell… every molecule… into your DNA… into 

the spaces between the spaces… fl ooding all of consciousness with this deepest rev-

elation… this deepest truth… You can take as much time as it takes for this to be com-

pletely complete… Just let me know when it’s fi nally done… [Give suffi cient time]… 

Fabulous!

And just rest and bask in the consciousness of these new realizations… Feeling how 

healing and liberating it is to be reprogrammed with your own deepest realization… as 

we move on in the process.

Change Memory

And now, just bring back in your mind’s eye the TV screen that you put the memory 

or memories up on a short while ago… Can you see the screen, or just get a sense or 

knowing that it’s there?… Great.

Instruction: If no memory was elicited eliminate the Change Memory 

and go directly to the Self-forgiveness section.

And now as you sit by the campfi re, in the protective presence of the mentor of freedom, 

getting ready to view the scene or series of scenes being played on the movie screen... 

When you are ready, go ahead and play the scene, and when it’s over, let the screen go 

blank and let me know... [Give suffi cient time]... Please describe to me what took place 

in the scene... [Let answer]... Now have the younger you step down off the screen and 

come over to the campfi re and sit with the present you and the mentor.

Now as you all sit peacefully at this fi re, ask the present you or your mentor what kinds 

of resourceful states you would have found useful in the scene... [Give time to come up 

with resourceful states. Be encouraging. Let partner name them. Write them down]… 

Now let the younger you in the scene receive a huge bouquet of balloons containing all 

these resourceful states or emotions. As you receive each balloon breathe in the quality 

or resource in the balloon. Now put the scene up on the movie screen and see how it 

would have happened if you’d had access to all these resourceful states... When it’s over 

let the screen go blank and let me know... [Give suffi cient time]... How did it play out?... 

Just give me a brief description... [Let answer]… Good.
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Now just let the younger you and the other people in the scene step down off the screen 

and come back to the campfi re… and, turning to those present at the fi re, go ahead and 

forgive them all… sending them blessings… Allow them to merge into the fi re, which is 

the source of all life… 

Self-forgiveness 

Now turn to the younger you and say: “I forgive you for any previous pain which was 

caused; you just didn’t have access to the resources that I do now, and now you can 

have access to them any time you like. I promise you will never have to experience this 

previous pain again, because I love you and will always protect you.” 

Then, hugging the younger you, let yourself merge, allowing the younger you to grow up 

with this forgiveness and these resources inside.

And now, either you or the mentor can cut any unhealthy energetic ties, umbilical cords 

or binding strings with those you have forgiven… making sure that Source or light is sent 

down both ends of the cords as they are cut… and you can let me know when that’s 

complete… [Give suffi cient time]… Great.

Return to Present Moment Consciousness

Now, let the campfi re disappear ... Only you and your mentor are left... take out your 

high-beam fl ashlights and shine them all around... What do you see?... How are things 

changing?... [Let answer]... Great... Is there any fi nal communication the organ or tissue 

itself wants to make?... [Give time]... Great.

And knowing that the body and being will continue to heal perfectly, automatically, of its 

own accord, and that this forgiveness and realization can only deepen over time… and 

knowing that the part of you responsible for making your heart beat and your eyes shine 

and your cells replicate will continue the healing process perfectly, without you even 

thinking about it, the way it does all the time, quite naturally while you are sleeping... you 

and your mentor can leave with grateful hearts.

And having completed your process for today, it’s time to get back into your space shut-

tle and let it take you and your mentor back to the doorway you came through… Now 

step outside the shuttle and thank your mentor with all your heart ... Now walk through 

the doorway and over to the staircase you fi rst came down.
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Now, step onto step 1... and as we count back from 1 to 10 you will feel yourself be-

coming more refreshed, alive and joyous... 2... 3... awake to your own innate freedom 

and greatness... 4... you can stretch and let your body feel more energized... 5... 6... 

7... becoming focused, refreshed, ready to wake up to the full potential of your own 

infi nite presence… free in your own openness, power and beauty... 8... feeling alive, 

fully expressed, fully potentialized as the full energy of life itself… 9... and you may open 

your eyes ONLY as soon as all parts of you are fully integrated and ready to continue 

the process naturally on its own... and 10... you may open your eyes now, when you’re 

ready... Well done… 

Great work!

�

Please now allow a little quiet time so the results of this process can begin to 
integrate. You may feel some temporary shakiness, wooziness or slight disorienta-
tion as your body adjusts to the emotional and physical shift that has just taken 
place - this is absolutely normal, and in fact is a positive signal that healing is 
happening.  Th ese eff ects will pass of their own accord, normally within an hour 
to a few hours, so there is nothing specifi c that you need to do. Just relax and let 
things resolve naturally, automatically. You can support yourself while this takes 
place by getting some rest and eating easily digestible food - something plain and 
simple and soothing - and maybe by taking a warm bath or shower. Th en your 
body can focus on what it knows how to do: healing.

And when this re-adjustment is complete you will likely feel as if something 
deep has shifted, like a weight has been lifted or a tension released internally. 
Th ese, again, are positive signs that transformation has taken place. 

Give yourself some time, preferably at least 24 hours, before undergoing the 
next introspection. Th en please keep going. You are making good progress and 
there is a little way to go yet. 


